
NoPileups™ Full-Tunnel 
Management System
Wash More. Worry Less.
NoPileups combines revolutionary technology with a proactive 
service team to increase capacity and prevent unnecessary 
collisions.

Benefits

With video and advanced computer technology, NoPileups 
is the most innovative car wash tunnel management 
system available. Customers use NoPileups to help increase 
capacity, identify broken or misaligned equipment and 
prevent unnecessary collisions.

NoPileups is backed by an industry-leading service team 
that continually monitors analytical data from the system, 
providing insights customers use to improve their washes 
every day.

Unlike other tunnel management and anti-collision 
products that only cover the exit, NoPileups protects cars 
across the entire length of the tunnel. It automatically stops 
the conveyor when an incident occurs and provides a 15-20 
second video so you can identify the cause of an issue.

Customers use NoPileups analytics and reporting to 
understand the source and amount of downtime they incur. 
This helps them coach employees on ways to maximize the 
tunnel’s potential.

Tunnel 
Solutions

Software

www.DRB.com
800.336.6338

• Minimize downtime

• Wash more cars

• Reduce damage costs

• Avoid customer conflicts and improve overall satisfaction

• Protect reputation and avoid negative online reviews

•  Decrease employee turnover caused by the stress of 
potential collisions

• Make performance improvements



For more information, contact us at 800.336.6338 
www.DRB.com

Smart Exit
Smart Exit can reduce downtime by 50% compared to 
traditional tunnel exit collision avoidance systems.

With Smart Exit, NoPileups protection extends beyond 
the end of the conveyor, monitoring 10-15 feet beyond 
traditional tunnel exit collision avoidance systems. Smart 
Exit detects when vehicles stopped at the end of the 
conveyor create a collision threat, automatically stopping 
the conveyor to prevent the collision and restarting it when 
the situation clears.

Relying on NoPileups’ computer vision rather than loops or 
photo eye sensors, it prevents the false positives that often 
plague other systems. This reduces downtime, giving you 
back precious wash time.

Smart Exit is perfect for:

• Tunnels with a tight egress onto a busy road

• Belt conveyors

• High tunnel volume

•  Full-service tunnels where cars are waiting for  
aftercare services

“�Every�second�we�can�shave�off�makes�
us better than the guy down the street. 
NoPileups is a huge competitive edge. 
The people who have it have the ability 
to wash more cars more safely than 
the guy down the street.”

–  Bill Martin, 
Metro Express


